ABSTRACT ACO R is a well-established ant colony optimization algorithm for continuous-domain optimization. We present an approach for the dynamic adaptation of the ACO R algorithm's controlling parameters, focusing on the search width parameter, based on using several pre-specified parameter configurations, which we call personalities. Before an ant starts to generate a candidate solution, it stochastically adopts a personality based on the relative past success of different personalities. The success of a personality is measured, in turn, by the survival rate of the previous solutions generated by the ants adopting that personality. The premise of our approach is that some personalities will be more appropriate than others for different phases of the search. In addition, our adaptive approach can accommodate solution recombination, the use of which within ACO R was recently explored in the previous work. It allows the frequency of applying recombination and the type of recombination operator to be dynamically adapted, by having one or more recombination personalities among the competing personalities. We evaluate these proposals experimentally on two applications: 1) training feedforward neural networks for classification using 65 benchmark datasets from the University of California Irvine repository and 2) optimizing several popular synthetic benchmark continuous-domain functions. Our experimental results indicate that our proposals perform better than the standard ACO R on both applications, to a statistically significant extent.
I. INTRODUCTION
ACO R [1] is a well-established Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [2] algorithm for continuous-domain optimization. In this paper, we present an approach for the dynamic selfadaptation of the algorithm's controlling parameters, focusing on the search width parameter ξ . Our proposal falls in the general area of automated parameter tuning [3] - [8] , a category in which there has been considerable interest in the literature. Such techniques can be broadly classified into offline and online approaches. Offline approaches optimize an algorithm's parameters before the algorithm is deployed, and include methods such as iterated local search [4] , [5] , iterated race algorithms [9] , [10] , evolutionary computation [11] - [13] , and even ACO algorithms [14] - [16] .
On the other hand, online approaches operate during an algorithm's execution and modify the algorithm's parameThe associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sabah Mohammed. ters while it is running. Stützle et al. [8] note that online approaches ''may also be useful to reach the best performance in dependence of the stage of the search,'' and that ''allowing parameters to change online may increase an algorithm's robustness.' ' One taxonomy of online parameter tuning techniques was presented by Eiben et al. [3] , and Stützle et al. [8] have presented an excellent survey, organized around Eiben's taxonomy, of online parameter tuning methods that have been applied to (discrete) ACO. Eiben's taxonomy is based on three categories: pre-scheduled, adaptive, and self-adaptive approaches.
Pre-scheduled approaches allow an algorithm's parameters to be modified, deterministically or stochastically, based on the number of iterations or the amount of CPU-time elapsed. The Incremental ACO R [17] algorithm's strategy of gradually increasing archive size can be considered to fall within this category, as the increase in the size of the search archive follows a specific schedule based on the iteration number.
Other examples of pre-scheduled approaches that have been applied to discrete ACO can be found in [18] - [20] .
Adaptive methods modify an algorithm's parameters based on statistical measures of the algorithm's dynamic behavior. Examples of adaptive methods that have been applied to discrete ACO can be found in [21] - [27] .
Self-adaptive approaches are those in which the algorithm modifies its own parameters at run-time. Examples of selfadaptive approaches applied to discrete ACO include several different methods [28] - [31] with a common theme of associating pheromone traces with values of discrete ACO parameters, such as α, β, and ρ, and using the usual ACO roulette wheel probabilistic-action rule to choose between parameter values based on the associated pheromone traces. Our ACO R -P approach (see Section III) falls within this category. In ACO R , the role of pheromone is played by the solution archive, and our approach uses information extracted from the archive to choose between parameter settings (personalities) based on roulette wheel selection.
Other self-adaptive approaches that have been applied to discrete ACO include several methods that have used different flavors of Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) to adapt ACO parameters [32] - [34] . A Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) approach [35] and an artificial fish-swarm approach [36] have also been considered, as have approaches based on local search in parameter space [37] , and those based on multiple cooperating colonies with different parameter configurations for each colony [38] . The reader is referred to [8] for a more comprehensive discussion.
To our knowledge, our work is the first self-adaptive approach to be proposed in the context of ACO R . Our proposed approach uses several pre-specified parameter configurations, which we call personalities. Before an ant starts to generate a candidate solution, it first adopts a personality, or parameter configuration. The choice of which personality to adopt is stochastic and based on how successful each personality has been in the past. The success of a personality p is measured, in turn, by the success rate with which solutions generated by previous p-personality ants have succeeded in securing a place in the archive. The premise of our approach is that some personalities will be more appropriate than others for different phases of the search process.
Our approach allows personalities to compete. Personalities that are more effective for a particular phase of the search will be deployed more often. As the search drifts towards a different phase, previously effective personalities will become less effective as others emerge and dominate. This adaptation and competition among personalities will make the algorithm more responsive to different phases of the search process.
In [39] , we explored the incorporation of recombination within the ACO R algorithm. In the present work, we propose an approach for dynamically adapting the frequency of applying recombination and the type of recombination operator by having one or more recombination personalities among the competing personalities.
In [40] , we proposed an approach, which we now call ACO R -D, in which the ACO R algorithm's search width parameter ξ is reduced over time according to a predetermined exponential decay schedule. At the start of the algorithm, or after a stagnation-reset (see Section II), the search width ξ is set to an initial value ξ 0 , and then is reduced by a fixed factor in each iteration. It can be argued that ACO R -D falls into the category of pre-scheduled approaches because of the fixed decay schedule. On the other hand, it can also be argued that the mechanism of resetting the value of ξ to ξ 0 in the case of stagnation is an example of an adaptive strategy.
Our experimental evaluation is based on two applications: 1) training feedforward neural networks for classification, using 65 benchmark datasets from the UCI repository; 2) optimizing several synthetic continuous-domain benchmark functions that are popular in the evolutionary computation community.
In summary, the contributions of the present work can be categorized as follows:
1) We introduce an approach, called ACO R -P, for the self-adaptation of the ACO R algorithm's controlling parameters. The present work focuses on the search width parameter ξ , but our approach can be generalized to other parameters as well. 2) In [39] , we presented the ACO R -R algorithm, which augments ACO R with a mechanism for the recombination of solutions from the archived population, with the probability of deployment of recombination being fixed and specified by a user-supplied parameter. We follow up, in the present work, by considering how the probability of recombination can be dynamically adapted by incorporating one or more recombination operators within the framework of ACO R -P. We allow the frequency of recombination and the type of recombination operator to be dynamically adapted based on the past performance of each operator. We present the ACO R -PR algorithm, which includes a single recombination operator, and the ACO R -PR2 algorithm, which includes two competing recombination operators corresponding to uniform crossover and single-point crossover. 3) We present an extensive experimental evaluation on two applications: a) neural network training using 65 datasets; and b) optimizing several synthetic continuous-domain benchmark functions using 9 functions and 10 values for the number of dimensions for each function. Our experimental evaluation compares the following four algorithms to standard ACO R : ACO R -P, ACO R -PR, ACO R -PR2, and ACO R -D. The first three are introduced in the present work, while ACO R -D was introduced in [40] . In that work, ACO R -D was evaluated on neural network training using 36 datasets. The experimental evaluation in the present work increases the number of neural network datasets from 36 to 65, and also evaluates ACO R -D on the benchmark continuous optimization functions. The paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section II with a broad overview of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and a review of the ACO R algorithm. Section III presents our competing personalities approach, while Section IV describes how personalities encoding recombination operators can be accommodated within the competing personalities approach. We then describe our experimental methodology in Section V, followed by our experimental results in Section VI. Finally, Section VII presents some final discussion and describes some potential future work.
II. REVIEW OF THE ACO R ALGORITHM
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [2] is a general-purpose, biologically motivated, population-based optimization metaheuristic, based on a collection (called a colony) of fairly primitive processing elements (called ants), each operating autonomously and communicating with the others indirectly through shared data structures. ACO algorithms usually have a central data structure, analogous to pheromone information in natural ant colonies, that represents the time-evolving collective wisdom of the group. In each iteration, each ant typically generates a candidate solution, making use of the central pheromone data structure in some way in its solution construction. After all ants have generated their solutions, a subset of those solutions is then used to update the central data structure in some way.
ACO has been applied to a wide variety of domains [41] - [44] , including supervised learning using various learning models, such as classification rules [29] , [45] - [50] , decision trees [51] , [52] , and various types of Bayesian network classifiers [53] - [57] .
While the majority of research on ACO has focused on discrete (combinatorial) optimization problems [58] , ACO methods for continuous problem domains have also been investigated [59] - [61] . In this paper, we focus on the ACO R algorithm [59] , which has been applied to a number of continuous optimization problems [1] , [59] , including neural network training [60] , [62] - [64] .
Suppose the ACO R algorithm is to be applied to an optimization problem over n real-valued variables V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n . The central data structure, analogous to pheromone information in natural ants, that is maintained by ACO R is an archive A of L previously-generated candidate solutions. Each element s a in the archive, for a = 1, 2, . . . , L, is an n-dimensional, real-valued vector, s a = (s a,1 , s a,2 , . . . , s a,n ). For example, s a,j refers to the value of the j-th variable in the a-th solution in the archive. The archive is sorted by solution quality, so that Q(s 1 
Each solution s a in the archive has an associated weight ω a that is related to Q(s a ), so that
Each iteration of the ACO R algorithm has the following two phases: solution construction and pheromone update. In the solution construction phase, each ant probabilistically constructs a solution based on the solution archive A (representing pheromone information). The solution archive A is initialized with L randomly generated solutions, where the size L is a user-supplied parameter of the ACO R algorithm. Then, in the pheromone update phase, the m constructed solutions (where m is the number of ants) are added to A, resulting in the size of A temporarily being L + m. The archive A is then sorted by solution quality, and the m worst solutions are discarded, so that the size of A returns to being L. The heart of the algorithm is the solution construction phase. In this phase, each ant i generates a candidate solution s i , where s i is an n-dimensional vector, and s i,j represents an assignment to the j-th variable V j . In constructing its solution s i , ant i is influenced by one of the L solutions in the archive A. The ant first probabilistically selects one of the L solutions in the archive according to:
Thus, the probability of selecting the a-th solution is proportional to its weight ω a . Recall that the archive A is sorted by quality, so that solution s a has rank a, with the best solution having a rank of 1. The weights ω a that are used in Eq. (1) are constructed in each iteration as:
where g is the Gaussian function:
Thus, Eq. (2) assigns the weight ω a to be the value of the Gaussian function with argument a, mean 1.0, and standard deviation (qL). The value of q is a user-supplied parameter of the algorithm, where smaller values of q cause the betterranked solutions to have higher weights ω (and thus make the algorithm more exploitative), while larger values of q result in a more uniform distribution. Let s a be the solution of A that is selected by ant i according to Eq. (1) in a given iteration. Ant i then generates each solution element s i,j by sampling the Gaussian probability density function (PDF):
where N (µ, σ ) represents the Gaussian PDF with mean µ and standard deviation σ . In Eq. (4), s a,j represents the value that the solution s a assigns to variable V j , and the standard deviation σ a,j is computed according to:
where ξ is a user-supplied parameter of the algorithm. The effect of Eq. (5) is that the average distance from s a to other solutions in the archive, for the j-th dimension, is computed and then multiplied by ξ . The parameter ξ plays a role in
for t = 1 → I max do 3:
Initialize s r (r-th element of archive A) with a randomly-generated n-dimensional vector 6: Compute Q(s r ) 7: end for 8: Sort Archive A according to Q 9: end if 10: for i = 1 → m do m : number of ants 11: Select s a according to Eq. (1) 12:
for j = 1 → n do 13: Compute σ a,j according to Eq. (5) Eq. (5) ACO R similar to that of the evaporation rate in other ACO algorithms. The higher the value of ξ , the less the search is biased towards the area of the search space around the solutions stored in the archive, and the slower the algorithm will converge. Once each ant has constructed its solution, the archive A is updated as described previously, and the process repeats.
If the top solution in the archive remains unchanged for I stag iterations, then the algorithm is said to be stagnated. When this happens, the archive is re-initialized with random solutions, although a record is maintained of the best solution encountered thus far. The algorithm terminates when the total number of iterations reaches I max .
In all, besides I stag and I max , the ACO R algorithm has the following four user-supplied parameters: m, L, q, and ξ . The parameter m determines the number of ants; the parameter L determines the number of solutions stored in the archive A; the parameter q controls the extent to which the top solutions in the archive will dominate solution construction (Eq. 2); and the search width parameter ξ influences the degree of diversity in solution construction (Eq. 5). Table 1 shows the ACO R parameter settings that we use in our experimental evaluation, which follow the parameter settings of [1] . Algorithm 1 summarizes the ACO R algorithm in pseudocode.
Liao et al. [17] have considered a variant of ACO R , called Incremental ACO R (IACO R ), which allows the archive size L to gradually increase over time. In the same work [17] , they presented another variation, IACO R -LS, that incorporates local search within the IACO R framework. Kumar et al. [65] have investigated and evaluated a wide array of optimizers for IACO R -LS's local search step.
III. MULTIPLE COMPETING PERSONALITIES
Our proposal, called ACO R -P, aims to allow the ACO R algorithm to respond and be more closely coupled to the progress of the search. We specify a set of personalities = {ψ 1 , ψ 2 , . . . , ψ | | }, where each personality is a full or partial specification of algorithm parameter values. In this section, each personality simply specifies a value of the search width parameter ξ . In our experimental evaluation, we use 14 personalities corresponding to the following evenly spaced values of ξ : {0.93, 0.88, . . . , 0.68, . . . , 0.28} (6) Each element of the archive will now have an associated field φ that records the personality that was used to generate it. Let ς (ψ) denote the number of elements of the archive that were generated by personality ψ. Note, of course, that
When an ant starts to generate a candidate solution, it first probabilistically adopts a personality according to the roulette wheel probabilistic-action rule:
where u denotes the utility of personality ψ, which is a measure of the past performance of personality ψ. We define the function u as:
where θ is a small constant, similar in role to a Laplace correction, that prevents a personality from ever having a zero probability of adoption.
One of the elements of is distinguished as the default personality, denotedψ. When the archive is randomly initialized, either at the start of the computation or after a stagnation-reset, all the elements of the archive are considered as having been generated by the default personalityψ. Thus, immediately after initialization, the adoption probability of ψ is:
and the adoption probability of any other personality ψ =ψ is: Table 1 summarizes the parameter settings that we use in our experimental evaluation for ACO R -P. Note that the default personality for ACO R -P corresponds to the search width setting (ξ = 0.68) that is used with standard ACO R in our experimental evaluation. With these parameter settings (θ = 2.5 and | | = 14), the adoption probabilities immediately after population initialization would be 74% for the default personality and 2% for each of the other 13 personalities. Algorithm 2 summarizes ACO R -P in pseudocode.
The premise of ACO R -P is that a personality that is effective at a particular point in the search will produce solutions of relatively high quality, which will be more likely to find a place in the archive and to survive in the archive longer before being displaced. As the algorithm progresses, search conditions may change, and a previously less-effective personality can become more effective. As the relative quality of solutions produced by that personality improves, its representation in the archive will increase, in turn improving its probability of adoption. The Laplace constant (θ in Eq. 9) ensures that no personality will ever die out completely.
The process of constructing a candidate solution in ACO R can be viewed as sampling a probability distribution that is indirectly specified by the solution archive and the algorithm parameters. The m solutions constructed in each iteration are all produced by sampling the exact same probability distribution. In ACO R -P, solutions constructed by different personalities are produced by sampling slightly different distributions, thus promoting search diversity. Because of the Laplace constant θ, even poorly-performing personalities will still be adopted occasionally, thus promoting search diversity even further.
It is worth emphasizing that the run-time per iteration of each of the three algorithms (ACO R , ACO R -D, and ACO R -P) is roughly the same. The run-time of ACO R is dominated by fitness function evaluations, and each of these three algorithms constructs and evaluates the fitness of exactly m solutions per iteration.
IV. MULTIPLE PERSONALITIES WITH RECOMBINATION A. INCORPORATING RECOMBINATION WITHIN MULTIPLE PERSONALITY FRAMEWORK
In [39] , we presented an approach called ACO R -R, which incorporates recombination within the ACO R framework. In ACO R -R, recombination is deployed with a probability that is fixed and specified by a user-supplied parameter. In the present work, we allow the probability of applying recombination to be dynamically adapted by generalizing the ACO R -P multiple competing personalities approach to produce an approach we call ACO R -PR, which incorporates recombination within the multiple personality approach. Here, as in Section III, we apply multiple personalities, corresponding to the values of ξ indicated in Eq. (6). We add an additional personality that corresponds to the application of recombination, for a total of 15 personalities. If the personality corresponding to recombination is adopted, then a recombination operator is used to construct a candidate solution instead of ACO R 's usual solution construction mechanism. In the present work, we use uniform crossover as the recombination operator in ACO R -PR.
When the recombination personality is adopted, two parents are selected from the ACO R solution archive. One parent s a is selected by applying Eq. (1) in the usual ACO R way (i.e. rank-proportionate selection). The second parent s b is randomly selected from the archive with uniform distribution. A single offspring s c is then generated by uniform crossover; each solution element s c,j is set equal to s a,j with 50% probability, and to s b,j with 50% probability, for j = 1, . . . , n. The generated offspring s c then becomes one of the m constructed Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of ACO R -P. This algorithm builds on Algorithm 1; lines that were added are marked with a plus sign next to the line number.
1: algorithm ACO R -P(n, Q) n : number of dimensions, Q: fitness function (Q : R n → R) 2: for t = 1 → I max do 3: if t = 1 OR Stagnation () then 4: for r = 1 → L do 5: Initialize s r with a randomly-generated n-dimensional vector 
Select a personality ψ according to Eq. (8) 14:
Select s a according to Eq. (1)
Set ξ as specified by personality ψ ξ is used in Eq. (5) in line 17 16: for j = 1 → n do 17: Compute σ a,j according to Eq. (5) 18:
Generate s i,j according to Eq. (4) 19:
end for end for 28: return best solution in Archive A 29: end algorithm solutions that compete with each other and with the existing L solutions for a place in the archive. If the generated offspring succeeds in finding a place in the population, it is considered to have been constructed by the recombination personality.
Note that when the recombination personality is selected, ACO R 's standard solution generation mechanism (Eqs. 1-5) is not applied, and the parameter ξ does not play a role in solution generation; thus, no value of ξ is needed when the recombination personality is selected.
Based on our parameter settings (summarized in Table 1 ), the initial adoption probabilities would be 71.15% for the default personality and 1.92% for each of the other 14 personalities, including the recombination personality. Algorithm 3 summarizes ACO R -PR in pseudocode.
In the present work, we select a specific recombination operator, uniform crossover with the second parent chosen by uniform distribution. But, of course, any other recombination operator could be used in its place within the ACO R -PR algorithm.
Of course, some applications will benefit from the use of recombination more than others. ACO R -PR allows the frequency of applying recombination to adapt dynamically based on the relative quality of past solutions constructed by recombination, without the user having to externally specify a fixed probability of applying recombination.
Recombination is a fundamentally different approach to solution construction than ACO R 's usual solution construction mechanism, so the use of recombination promotes search diversity. The selection of the second parent by uniform distribution further promotes diversity.
It is again worth emphasizing that ACO R -PR performs the same number of fitness function evaluations per iteration as ACO R -P and ACO R . In each iteration, m solutions are constructed and evaluated; each solution may be constructed either by recombination with a randomly-selected population element or by ACO R 's usual solution construction mechanism.
B. MULTIPLE RECOMBINATION PERSONALITIES
The multiple personality approach can accommodate more than one recombination personality corresponding to different flavors of recombination. Here, we consider an approach, called ACO R -PR2, which incorporates:
Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code of ACO R -PR. This algorithm builds on Algorithm 2; lines that were added are marked with a plus sign next to the line number.
1: algorithm ACO R -PR(n, Q) n : number of dimensions, Q: fitness function (Q : R n → R) 2: for t = 1 → I max do 3: if t = 1 OR Stagnation () then 4: for r = 1 → L do 5: Initialize s r with a randomly-generated n-dimensional vector for i = 1 → m do 13: Select a personality ψ according to Eq. (8) 14:
if ψ specifies recombination then
Select s b with uniform distribution
Generate s i by applying recombination operator to s a and s b
else else: ψ specifies a value of ξ 19:
Set ξ as specified by personality ψ
20:
for j = 1 → n do 21: Compute σ a,j according to Eq. • the 14 ξ personalities of Eq. (6), • a personality corresponding to recombination with uniform crossover, as described in Section IV-A,
• a personality corresponding to recombination with classical single-point crossover. In the case of single-point crossover, the two parents are selected as in Section IV-A, one by rank-proportionate selection according to Eq. (1), and the other by uniform distribution. A crossover point is then randomly selected with a uniform distribution, and a single offspring is produced by single-point crossover. Based on our parameter settings (summarized in Table 1 ), the initial adoption probabilities would be 69.81% for the default personality and 1.89% for each of the other 15 personalities, including the two recombination personalities.
In the present work, we use single-point crossover as the second competing operator, but, in general, any other recombination operator could have been used.
A drawback of ACO R -PR is the need to specify a specific recombination operator. ACO R -PR2 somewhat alleviates this situation by allowing two recombination operators to be specified, which then compete, with the better-suited operator being deployed more often. This can, of course, be generalized to having more than two recombination personalities specifying different competing recombination operators.
The availability of different recombination operators further promotes search diversity because each operator constructs solutions in a different way.
V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Our experimental evaluation compares standard ACO R against our proposed extensions in the context of the following two problem domains: training feedforward neural networks for classification, and optimizing several synthetic, continuous-domain benchmark functions popular in the evolutionary computation community.
A. NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING
Feedforward neural networks (FFNN) are a popular and well-established method for pattern classification. The most common FFNN architecture is a three-layer topology with full connectivity between layers. The external input to the network feeds into the first layer, called the input layer. The input layer consists of fan-out units which feed into the next layer, called the hidden layer. Finally, the output of the hidden layer feeds into the final layer, called the output layer, whose output becomes the external output of the network.
Each neuron i is a simple circuit, which receives r inputs o 1 , . . . , o r , and produces a single output o i :
where each input o j is the output of a unit in the previous layer, w ij denotes a real-valued weight between unit j and neuron i, b i denotes a weight associated with neuron i itself, called the neuron's self-bias, and h is a nonlinear activation function, often chosen to be the sigmoid function:
Note that input units do not have self-biases. After an input pattern x is presented to the network, the output of the network is observed and is referred to as the actual output vector y . A discrepancy function E is used to compare the target output y to the actual output y , resulting in a scalar error value. A common discrepancy function is the simple sum of squared error:
where P is the set of patterns, and
where k is the number of classes. In pattern classification applications, the target vector y is k-dimensional, where k is the number of classes. For a pattern with class labelk:
The weights and self-biases of a given FFNN are collectively referred to as the network's weight vector w. For example, a FFNN with 4 neurons in the input layer, 5 neurons in the hidden layer, and 3 neurons in the output layer would have a weight vector of 43 real numbers. If the weight vector for a given network is fixed, then the output of the network is a function of its input, and the total error E of the network is a mathematical function of the dataset. On the other hand, if the dataset is fixed, then the error E is a function of the weight vector w. When training a neural network, two distinct datasets are used: a training set and a test set. While a training algorithm (such as ACO R or any of our proposed variants) is running, it only has access to the training set, and seeks to minimize the error E of the network on the training set. Once the algorithm terminates, its accuracy on the previouslyunseen test set is computed, and reported as the algorithm's predictive accuracy. ACO R has previously been applied to the training of three-layer feedforward networks [60] .
When applying ACO R (or any of our proposed variants) to neural network training, a candidate solution consists of a value of the neural network's weight vector. In the pseudocode presented in Algorithms 1-3, n would be the length of the network's weight vector, and the fitness function Q would consist of instantiating a neural network with the weight vector under evaluation, and obtaining the training set error. Once the algorithm terminates, the best weight vector is then evaluated on the test set to obtain the algorithm's predictive accuracy.
Ideally, the number of neurons in the hidden layer should be tuned for each dataset individually. However, for convenience and standardization, we set the number of hidden neurons, in our experiments, to be the sum of the number of input neurons and output neurons.
Before being presented to the network, the dataset undergoes some preprocessing. Any duplicate instances are removed from the dataset before the partitioning into crossvalidation folds (see below). Continuous attributes are scaled to the range [0, 1], and any missing values are set to the mean value for that attribute. Each categorical attribute, with c category labels, is converted to c numeric attributes, where one of the numeric attributes has a value of 1, and each of the other (c − 1) attributes has a value of 0. Any missing values for a categorical attribute are set to the mode for that attribute. If the dataset has k possible classes, then the network will have k external outputs, whose target values are set according to Eq. (16) .
We use 65 datasets from the University of California Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository. Table 2 shows some important characteristics of these datasets.
Our experiments employ the stratified 4-fold crossvalidation procedure. This means that a dataset is divided into four mutually exclusive partitions (folds), with approximately the same number of instances and roughly the same class distribution in each fold. Each algorithm under evaluation is run four times; each time, a different fold is used as the test set, and the other three are used as the training set. Because the algorithms under evaluation in this work are stochastic, the entire process is then repeated 10 times. Performance on each of the test set folds is recorded, and the average test set performance, aggregated over the four folds and 10 repetitions, is reported as representative of the performance of each algorithm under evaluation.
B. SYNTHETIC BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS
In addition to neural network training, we also evaluate our proposed algorithms on nine synthetic benchmark continuous-domain functions which are popular VOLUME 7, 2019 in the evolutionary computation community, specifically, the sphere, Rosenbrock, Rastrigin, Griewank, ellipsoid, Ackley, Weierstrass, expanded-Schaffer, and happy cat functions. Table 3 shows the definition of each of these functions, as well as each function's initialization range and search range. In our experiments, we use 10 different settings for the number of dimensions d, varying from 10 to 10000. Specifically, we use the following settings: d ∈ {10, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 5000, 10000}
Each algorithm under evaluation is applied to each of the nine functions for each of the 10 dimensionalities. In each case, the algorithm is run 100 times, and the average over the 100 runs is taken as representative of the algorithm's performance. When applying ACO R to a benchmark function f , a candidate solution would simply consist of an assignment to a d-dimensional vector. In Algorithms 1-3, n would be equal to d, and the fitness function Q would consist of simply evaluating the formula for the function f .
C. ALGORITHMS UNDER EVALUATION
Our experimental evaluation compares the following algorithms using the parameter settings shown in Table 1: 1) Standard ACO R , treated as the control method, 2) ACO R -P, the multiple competing personalities approach, 3) ACO R -PR, which includes a single recombination personality corresponding to uniform crossover, 4) ACO R -PR2, which includes two recombination personalities corresponding to uniform crossover and single-point crossover, 5) ACO R -D, the approach presented in [40] and mentioned earlier in Section I, in which ξ is gradually reduced over time according to a fixed exponential decay schedule. The premise of ACO R -D is that different values of the search width parameter ξ will be best-suited for different phases of the search process. Early in the search process, when the archive is likely populated with lower-quality solutions, larger values of ξ will favor exploration and are more appropriate, as we do not wish the search to remain confined to the vicinity of the randomly initialized candidate solutions used to seed the archive. Later, as the quality of the archived solution improves, we might wish for the search to be intensified in the vicinity of the archived solutions; thus, a smaller search width will favor exploitation and would be more appropriate. At the start of the algorithm, or after a stagnation-reset, ξ is set to an initial value ξ 0 . Then, in each iteration t, ξ is reduced according to:
where 0 < e < 1 is a constant that is determined based on ξ 0 , ξ , and I max , as follows: where ξ 0 and ξ are two algorithm parameters, and I max is the maximum number of iterations. In [40] , ACO R -D was evaluated on the problem of neural network training using 36 datasets. In the present work, we extend the previously reported results for ACO R -D on neural network training by increasing the number of datasets to 65, and also evaluate ACO R -D on the benchmark continuous optimization problems.
Although the primary purpose of our experimental evaluation is to determine the extent to which our proposed algorithms improve on ACO R , we also carry out a follow-up experiment in which we compare the best performing of our proposed variations to two widely-used non-ACO algorithms. For neural network training, we compare performance on a subset of the datasets to the popular Back-Propagation (BP) learning algorithm. For the synthetic benchmark functions, we compare performance on a subset of the functions and a subset of the dimensionalities to cNrGA [66] , a recent stateof-the-art genetic algorithm. Table 4 shows the average test set predictive accuracy for the algorithms under evaluation for each of the datasets, and Table 5 shows the average results for the algorithms for the benchmark functions for each value of the number of dimensions. In both tables, the best result in each row is shown in boldface. The penultimate row reports the number of wins for each algorithm, i.e. the number of cases for which each method had, or tied for, the best performance (where a case is a dataset when dealing with neural network training and is VOLUME 7, 2019 a function-dimension pair when dealing with the benchmark functions). The final row reports the average rank for each algorithm. The average rank for a given algorithm a for a given set of cases is obtained by first computing the rank of a on each case individually, and then averaging the individual ranks across all cases. Note that the lower the value of the rank, the better the algorithm.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For both application domains, the best average rank is obtained by ACO R -PR; however, all four of our proposed algorithms have a better average rank than the control algorithm (standard ACO R ).
ACO R is an established algorithm, and we are treating it as the control method; thus, it is interesting to compare each algorithm to it, in isolation from the others. Table 6 shows pair-wise comparisons between each of the four proposed algorithms against the control method (ACO R ). In each comparison, the table reports the number of wins (i.e. the number of cases in which the non-control algorithm performed better), the number of losses (i.e. the number of cases in which the control algorithm performed better), and the average rank for the non-control algorithm. Note that in the pair-wise comparisons, each of the proposed algorithms performs better than the control method in terms of both the number of wins and the average rank, for both application domains.
We analyze the statistical significance of the neural network results as follows. We apply a (two-tailed) Wilcoxon signed-rank test, at the 0.05 threshold, to compare ACO R , as the baseline method, to each of the four other methods, using the Holm-Bonferroni correction to control the familywise error, and we report these results in Table 7 . We also apply the same methodology to analyze the statistical significance of the results on the continuous optimization benchmark problems, and we report the results in Table 8 . Tables 7-8 indicate that all four proposed algorithms perform better than the baseline ACO R to a statistically significant extent, on both application domains.
As mentioned in Sect. V-C, we carry out a follow-up experiment in which we compare performance to two popular non-ACO algorithms. For neural network training, we compare the performance of ACO R and ACO R -PR (the best performing of our proposed variations) to BP on a subset of the datasets (specifically the 20 datasets listed in Table 9 ). These results are shown in Table 9 , and indicate that the best performance is obtained by ACO R -PR with 10 wins and an average rank of 1.7, versus 6 wins and an average rank of 2.25 for BP. For the synthetic benchmark functions, we compare performance to cNrGA on 24 of the functiondimensionality pairings (as listed in Table 10 ). Table 10 indicates that cNrGA and ACO R -PR have comparable performance. Both algorithms have 11 wins each (with 2 wins for ACO R ), but cNrGA has a slightly better average rank (with an average rank of 1.67 versus 1.75 for ACO R -PR).
VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK DIRECTIONS A. CONCLUSION
We have presented an approach for the dynamic adaptation of the ACO R algorithm's control parameters, focusing in the present work on the search width parameter ξ , although our approach can be generalized to adapt other parameters as well, as discussed in Section VII-B.
Our proposed ACO R -P algorithm, detailed in Section III, is based on the idea of multiple competing personalities.
Specifically, a fixed set of personalities is pre-specified, where each personality is a full or partial specification of the algorithm's parameters. The probability that a given personality will be used to generate a solution depends on the success rate of other solutions previously generated by the same personality. In the present work, each personality specifies a value of ξ .
In the ACO R -PR proposal presented in Section IV, ACO R -P is generalized to allow each personality to either specify a value of ξ or to specify that recombination should be employed instead of ACO R 's usual solution construction mechanism. In the ACO R -PR2 proposal, we allow two personalities to specify that recombination should be employed, with each personality specifying a different type of recombination operator.
We also include extended results for the ACO R -D proposal, which was presented in [40] and is a simpler alternative to ACO R -P; in ACO R -D, ξ starts off at a specified value and then gradually decays over time, similar to inertial decay in PSO. In that previous work, results were reported for ACO R -D for neural network training on 36 datasets. In the present work, extended results were reported for neural network training on 65 datasets, as well as for the synthetic benchmark functions.
All four approaches (ACO R -P, ACO R -PR, ACO R -PR, and ACO R -PR2) perform better than standard ACO R to a statistically significant extent on both neural network training and the benchmark continuous optimization functions.
B. FUTURE WORK DIRECTIONS
Although we have focused on search width in the present work, the multiple personalities approach can be generalized to the other parameters as well. Let us consider how the multiple personalities approach might be generalized to adapt the q and L parameters, in addition to the ξ parameter. In this case, three sets of personalities would be defined, each specifying values for one of the three parameters. The utility of each personality (whether a ξ -personality, q-personality, or L-personality) would be judged separately by its past performance, and the roulette wheel equation (Eq. 8) would be applied three times, once for each of the three parameters. When adapting the archive size L, the physical size of the archive would be the largest value of L in any of the specified personalities, but the logical value of L would be limited to the size specified by the adopted personality. Thus, if we have a physical archive size of 1000, but the adopted personality specifies L = 120, then only the first 120 solutions in the sorted archive would be considered in solution generation.
For the sake of computational efficiency, the ω function (Eq. 2) should be pre-computed and pre-stored for each pairing of settings of q and L. For example, if we have 15 q personalities and 10 L personalities, then we would precompute 150 ω tables before the start of the computation.
Making ACO R 's parameters more self-adaptive in this way can make the algorithm more responsive to the different phases of the search, and, by enhancing search diversity, can potentially help avoid premature convergence and search stagnation.
